A Prayer for U.S. Supreme Court case Masterpiece Cakeshop v. Colorado Civil Rights
Commission Dec. 5, 2017
Satan has been attacking the family since the fall of man. He would like to pervert God's plan for
the family by making every form of perversion a legally protected status, and then he can in turn
use political correctness to make Christianity a hate crime. Do you see his agenda? Satan
would also like to strip the United States of its religious liberty so that Christianity is sidelined,
when in fact, without Christianity, we would have no nation, and it will not stand for long if God is
completely removed. The United States as founded is a stumbling block to Satan's New World
Order and must be removed before he can advance his plans.
This is a critical case for the future of religious liberty. Cake artist Jack Phillips' case will be
heard before the Supreme Court on Tuesday, Dec. 5th. This precedent-setting case asks the
question, “Does the First Amendment protect Jack’s artistic freedom, a principle the high court
has long defended, or not?” This case is an example of the danger of government getting
involved in ideology and punishing private citizens if they do not share and celebrate the same
beliefs as the state. Jack has taken a bold stand for his faith and for religious freedom of the
United States, but that stand has not come without personal and professional consequences.
His family has been in the cross-hairs of the LGBT community in Denver for 5 years, ever since
Jack advised Charlie and David that he could not create a cake for their same-sex wedding.
Masterpiece Cakeshop has lost 40% of their income since they can no longer create any
wedding cakes, and they have had to let staff go. Will you consider committing to praying for
this case daily until the verdict is delivered?
Father, as I enter prayer, please forgive my sins in Jesus' name. I thank you and praise you for
the great freedoms that we enjoy in the United States of America. As these freedoms are under
attack, I pray for the protection and preservation of the First Amendment, including the free
exercise of religion, one of our country’s cornerstones. Please protect, guide, and strengthen
Jack Phillips, his family, his employees, the Alliance Defending Freedom, and Kristen Waggoner
as they prepare for the oral arguments before the Supreme Court. Please give attorney Kristen
Waggoner the right words to say, and a mouth and wisdom which the enemy will not be able to
gainsay or resist (Luke 21:15) as she defends religious freedom for Jack and all of us. Please
give the nine justices not only listening ears, but receptive hearts as they seek to apply the law
to this case. I ask that you would provide special protection and shield the body, soul, spirit, and
especially the minds of the aforementioned from all attacks, voices, and attempts by the enemy
to manipulate and control the situation. We break the power of every hex, vex, curse, spell,
incantation, ritual, and other attempt of the enemy to gain power from Satan and the spirit world
to attack on this day. I return them to the senders seven times seventy-fold and bind it to them
with the blood of Jesus Christ. I plead the blood of Jesus over all in attendance. I pray that you
will block every plot, plan, and scheme of Satan and his emissaries, agents, and instruments,
human and spirit, pertaining to this case and everyone involved. I pray that every spirit of mind
control, mind occult, and all occult spirits will be removed from the aforementioned. I pray that
you would restore the souls of everyone involved, especially the members of the Supreme
Court. Please bring back everything that has been taken from them, and remove anything in
them that should not be there. In your sovereign power, we pray that you would send every evil
spirit power within the aforementioned directly to the lake of fire. Please shield their minds from
all interference by the enemy. I pray RCC-SWA-A over all involved. I pray that you would remit
all sins committed by the aforementioned, and in the locations where they will be, back to Adam
and Eve. I loose spirits of judgment, burning, destruction, blindness, deafness, dumbness,
confusion, civil war, and fragmentation on every evil spirit power attempting to manipulate the
outcome of this case.
We ask this in Jesus’ precious name, all according to your perfect will, and give you all the
honor and glory. Amen. Learn more at http://chemtrailsAreDemonic.org

